An Invitation to Apply for a Faculty Fellow
The Center for Teaching and Learning

The Center for Teaching and Learning at Marquette University is pleased to invite applications for two Faculty Fellow positions for the 2012-13 Academic Year. One will focus on e-Learning and the other on Community Engagement. Both Fellows will receive a one course buyout during the Spring 2013 semester with a 10 hours/week commitment to the Center for Teaching and Learning expected in return that same semester.

The mission of the Center for Teaching and Learning is to serve as a catalyst for promoting a culture of pedagogical excellence at Marquette University. In support of this mission, the Faculty Fellows will work closely with the Directors of the CTL, E-Learning, Manresa for Faculty, and Service Learning.

Responsibilities of the position are varied and include:

• Hold office hours and/or observe class sessions for consultations with faculty peers about learning and teaching.
• Developing a workshop/seminar related to Faculty Fellow’s area of expertise.
• Designing and implementing a project on teaching and learning. [Note: the project will need to be focused and narrow enough to be designed and implemented within the spring semester. Project examples include: studying an innovative teaching practice, implementing a technology to solve a teaching bottleneck, designing an interdisciplinary service learning project, or creating and leading a learning community.]
• Engaging in regional or national dialogues on teaching and learning through conference presentations and/or publications.
• Serving on the CTL Advisory Committee for a three-year term.

Candidates must have completed at least five years of teaching at Marquette and be tenured or eligible for tenure. A strong research record is important and evidence of a clear commitment to excellence in undergraduate education is required. Marquette University is strongly committed to the principles of diversity and inclusion. As such, we encourage and value project proposals that reflect this commitment.

Applicants need to submit:

• a letter of interest that directly addresses the candidate’s qualifications for, and experience with, the position’s responsibilities (indicating interest in one of the two positions),
• a one-page teaching philosophy, curriculum vitae,
• a one page project description, and
• a letter of support from the department chair.

Applications and questions about the Faculty Fellows should be addressed to Dr. Shaun Longstreet, Director, Center for Teaching and Learning, at shaun.longstreet@marquette.edu or 414-288-1777.

Applications must be received before proposal reviews begin on September 14, 2012.